How Are Fairy Tale Cottages Described?
- cosy, comfortable, delightful, hidden, homely, magical, mysterious, neat, small, sweet, thatched, tiny, warm

How Are Fairy Tale Villains Described?
- angry, bad, evil, clever, crafty, cunning, mean, sly, sneaky, wicked

How Can Fairies and Elves Be Described?
- brave, caring, clever, kind-hearted, magical, powerful, smart, thoughtful

How Can Forests and Woods Be Described?
- damp, dark, frightening, gloomy, green, lonely, quiet, scary, shadowy, spooky, thick

How Are Fairy Tale Castles Described?
- beautiful, big, enchanted, golden, grand, large, magical, magnificent, regal, wonderful

How Are Fairy Tale Heroes Described?
- bold, brave, courageous, charming, daring, fearless, good, heroic, strong